Computer Science Students Win 2nd Prize at UMSLHack 2018.

Team: Not-a-Hot-Dog

Aditya Karnam Gururaj Rao, Dheeraj Arremsetty, Ben Cradick, and Gregory Hommert

SeeFood: Is an app that turns your phone camera into a smart nutritional companion by identifying ingredients and suggesting recipes for you to cook great and eat healthy. The app uses IBM Watson's Visual Recognition API to recognize objects. Equipped with an intelligent database of food ingredients to restrict the object to just food items and uses RapidRecipeAPI to serve the recipes based on the combination of ingredients. Also, it reports calories for each recipe to keep your health in good shape.

Demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gk7cxc32tu4
GitHub: https://github.com/adityak74/SeeFood

Poster of the App "SeeFood".